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Devesa & Calvo Abogados has announced its arrival in Madrid
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Devesa & Calvo Abogados has announced
its arrival in Madrid, coinciding with the 15th
anniversary of the firm of Alicante origin and
specialised in business law.

Devesa & Calvo's headquarters in Madrid are located at Calle Velázquez number 59, in the heart of
the Salamanca district. It has the capacity to accommodate 19 professionals, as well as client
reception spaces and meeting rooms, according to David Devesa, CEO and founding partner of the
firm.

According to Devesa, the reason for opening in the capital of Spain is due to three fundamental
objectives: “On the one hand, to continue building a benchmark business law firm for the middle
market, but now on a national level. On the other hand, to channel more effectively the investments
of investment funds, family offices and industrial partners based in Madrid to acquire or participate in
companies in the Valencian Community, a place that we know very well on the ground. Finally, this
opening will allow us to offer a better service both to clients who operate throughout Spain and to
international investors who have a special focus of interest in assets or companies located in
Madrid”.

The offices will open to the public after the reform and decoration project that will be undertaken in
them with the aim of standardising their corporate image. It will be carried out by the prestigious
decorator Toni Espuch, and the forecast is that it will be completed by the beginning of May.

"After 15 years developing our business model, an extensive network of contacts, processes, team
and client portfolio, it is the right time to make the leap to the national arena" concluded Devesa.

The arrival in Madrid is the third opening of Devesa & Calvo in Spain, after the offices in Alicante and
Valencia.


